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PRESS RELEASE 

 

ProCare Medical Announces New Dealer Agreement With Med-Mizer 

Healthcare Beds Now Sold and Serviced by ProCare Medical in Mid-Atlantic Region  

LANCASTER, PA.  January 6, 2015 – ProCare Medical is pleased to announce a new dealer 
agreement with Med-Mizer, Inc., a leading US healthcare bed manufacturer.  Effective 
immediately, ProCare Medical will serve as the exclusive dealer for Med-Mizer healthcare 
product sales, parts and service throughout PA, NJ, DE, MD and the NY metropolitan markets. 

“The addition of the Med-Mizer product line, including its patented RetractaBed®, is an excellent 
fit for us,” stated Dwayne Stauffer, President of ProCare Medical.  “Our vision at ProCare 
Medical is to be an innovative and leading provider of healthcare solutions.  All of our products 
and services, now including the Med-Mizer healthcare beds and new RehabStation, focus on 
maximizing outcomes while providing safety for the caregiver and comfort for the resident.” 

ProCare Medical represents leading manufacturers like Prism Medical patient lifts, slings and 
transfer aids, Rane bathing tubs, Lopital shower chairs and trolleys, and Broda chairs.  
Headquartered in Batesville, Indiana, Med-Mizer offers products that are American-made and 
backed by their commitment to quality. Their patented and FDA-approved RetractaBed® is the 
first retractable high low bed which reduces resident fall risks, increases caregiver efficiency and 
resident independence.  

About ProCare Medical:  ProCare Medical, based in Lancaster PA, provides products for 
lifting, transfers, resident hygiene, seating and positioning, throughout the mid-Atlantic region. 
With a focus on providing safety for the caregiver and comfort for the resident, products offered 
by ProCare Medical allow for safe caregiving while maintaining a high level of dignity. From 
complete Safe Patient Handling Programs to best in class solutions to maximize outcomes, we 
are solving the problems of today within the acute care hospital, long-term care, group home 
and community-based settings.  For more information, visit us online at                    
www.procare-medical.com  
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